Kinderplatz has seven classrooms. Normally five of them rotate between different
classrooms. We strategically placed seven areas within the reserve and each area has
the ability to accommodate twenty children and their teachers. Up to seven groups
could visit the reserve at one time rotating through each area. The fewer groups, the
longer students can stay within each station. The reserve is an outdoor Kinderplatz.
There will be a map to orient visitors with a suggested route beginning with
YOU ARE HERE. Visitors will follow the numbered areas on the map.
1. Story Telling Area - A story will be used to set the mood and inspire the
children and teachers for their visit before they rotate to other areas. This area
is a place to share the map and the guidelines and uses of each area, and where
teachers lay out their plan for the visit.

2. Fairy House & Fort Building Area - Students may create any kind of
structures they can imagine from small fairy houses to large forts using sticks,
twine, wire, boulders, logs and fabric. Students will have room to work alone or
collaboratively.

3. Dirt Digging Area - Students can dig to China, excavate, add water, create
canals, map out a miniature city, make mud pies and more.

4. Covered Picnic Pavilion Area - Students will have the opportunity to stop,
reflect, and have thought provoking conversations sparked by our Heroes &
Heroine poster series while they enjoy a snack, use the restroom and wash
hands.

5. Nature Art Pavilion Area - Students will use this area to create their own
nature art with all kinds of seeds, pods, sticks, leaves, blooms, grasses, shells,
and pebbles. They can work alone or collaboratively. Creations can be
photographed before clearing the area for the next group.

6. Amphitheatre Area - Students will have the opportunity to act out plays, sing,
dance or watch a visiting performance, musician or artist—KFA’s own
Shakespeare in the park.

7. Labyrinth Maze & Remembrance Pathway Area - Students will walk down
the remembrance path seeing the names of those who made the reserve
possible. They will end their visit with a time to cool down and reflect as they
silently wind through the labyrinth and leave the reserve.

In between these rich, magical learning areas there will be Discovery
Pathways with more opportunities to learn, grow and think.

Bird Blind & Discovery Pathways - Students will use these pathways to transition
between groups that may end earlier than other groups. While awaiting their turn for
each area students can explore the pathways containing discovery boards and
educational boards to stop, learn and discuss along the way.

Six Interactive Discovery Boards
Here are three examples:

1. Tree Identification Board - 8 hinged flaps with leaves on the outside revealing a
tree underneath. These trees are in the reserve to find, all carefully chosen for
interest. (All are native to the Trinity River area.)
2. Guess Whose Nest - 8 hinged flaps with nests on the outside birds on the
underside. (All are native to the Trinity River area.)
3. Name That Tune - 8 hinged flaps with buttons that play a bird’s call. The image
under the flap reveals the bird that makes the sound. (All are native.)
4. What Hatches from an Egg - 8 hinged flaps with egg pictures on the outside
and students lift the flap to reveal what hatches from that egg. (All are native.)
5. Butterflies & Moths Guess Who - 8 hinged flaps with caterpillars on the outside
and the butterfly or moth revealed as the flap is raised. (All are native.)
6. Guess Whose Tracks - 8 hinged flaps with tracks on the outside revealing the
mammal when the flap is raised. (All are native.)

In addition to the six Discovery Boards, there will be will be six
interchangeable Educational Boards. These boards will showcase
some of over 300 posters that will be changed out weekly to inspire
new learning adventures for every visit.

Six Interchangeable Educational Boards
1. Flora Interchangeable Education Posters - From these posters visitors will
learn about the plants and flowers found within the reserve and around the river.
Posters will depict seasonal changes, seed identification, bark identification, leaf
and bloom identification, and will include fun facts. Visitors will enjoy scavenger
hunts to search for the flora depicted in the posters within the reserve, wildflower
meadow and Trinity River Trails. Here is a sample of one of over fifty flora
posters:

2. Health Benefits Interchangeable Education Posters - From these posters
visitors will learn what professionals say about the mental and physical benefits of
spending time outdoors. Here is a sample of one of many health benefits
interchangeable posters:

3. Nature Explore Educational Learning Posters - From these posters visitors
will learn an activity to do such as looking for designs in nature, clouds, colors,
shapes, sounds, weather, smells and changes so that every visit will have ideas for a
different activity. Here is a sample of one of many:

4. Fauna Interchangeable Education Posters - From these posters visitors will
learn about fauna native to North Central Texas, their ecosystem role, their
predators and fun facts. Fauna posters include beneficial insects, arachnids, garden
pests, reptiles, wild birds, wild animals, and more. Here is a sample of one of over
300 fauna posters.

5. What Lives in the Trinity River Interchangeable Education Posters - From
these posters visitors will learn about fauna that live within the banks of the river,
their ecosystem role, their predators and fun facts. Here is a sample of one of
many:

6. Stewards of the Earth Interchangeable Education Posters - These posters will
provoke visitors to think about the impact they can have on the protection and
preservation of our environment. Here is a sample of one of many stewardship
posters:

As visitors stop under the covered pavilion they can relax, refresh,
and enjoy a snack with teachers and friends. One of the featured
stories from our Hero & Heroine series will be posted in this area.
These true stories are sure to spark thought provoking
conversations to inspire and empower visitors to think about what
one person can do to make a difference in our world.
Character Traits and Virtues of Heroes & Heroines - These posters will be used
under the picnic pavilion to inspire conversations and discussions. Each poster
depicts a hero or heroine from history or everyday people, including children who
have done something to make a difference in our world. There is an activity on the
back side of the posters to inspire visitors to think about what they might do to make
the world a better place. It is also available in a take home piece. Here are some
samples:

If you would like to be part of making this vision a reality, you
can go to www.kinderplatz.org and visit the nature reserve
project. You will find a complete list of donors and
opportunities to support the program.

